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Photochemical caging groups[1] are often used to study
biomolecular interactions, such as those between cofactors
and enzymes or between neurotransmitters and their recep-
tors.[2] In a caging experiment, a functionally important part of
a molecule is modified by the strategic introduction of a non-
natural moiety that disrupts key contacts or interferes with a
critical reaction step. When the non-natural moiety is
removed by photolysis, the native biomolecular interactions
are restored. Photochemical caging has been used to study
protein folding,[3] RNA catalysis,[4] secondary structure
changes in RNA,[5] and other RNA-related phenomena,[6]

but not higher-order tertiary folding of RNA.[7] When a
caging group is appended at any specific nucleotide position,
the effect on RNA tertiary folding is difficult to predict. This
is unlike the situation of RNA catalysis (for which caging of
an active-site hydroxy-group nucleophile is certain to disrupt
reactivity) or of RNA secondary structure changes (for which
reliable Watson–Crick interactions provide a strong predic-
tive tool). Herein we report how an RNA molecule with a
well-defined tertiary structure responds to the introduction of
individual caging groups. Our results, which demonstrate
varying local and global structural effects, have several
implications for ongoing efforts to understand RNA folding.

We appended the photochemically removable (S)-1-(2-
nitrophenyl)ethyl (NPE) group onto the nucleobase of each
of the four standard RNA nucleotides (Figure 1).[8] The four
corresponding phosphoramidites (NPE-U, NPE-C, NPE-A,
and NPE-G) were prepared for conventional solid-phase
RNA synthesis by using the 2’-O-triisopropylsilyloxymethyl
(TOM) methodology.[9] The preparative route for the caged
guanosine phosphoramidite was based on a recent report,[5]

and the routes for the other three phosphoramidites are
detailed in the Supporting Information. For each of the four
phosphoramidites, solid-phase synthesis was used to prepare

15-mer and 24-mer RNA oligonucleotides, each of which
incorporate a single caged RNA nucleotide at a specific
internal position. In all cases, denaturing polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis (PAGE), anion-exchange HPLC analysis, and
ESI mass spectrometry revealed that decaging proceeds to
completion in less than 10 min by using a 300-W Xe-arc-lamp
source (300–400 nm; Figure 2) or in approximately 30–60 min
by using a handheld UV illuminator (365 nm; data not
shown).[10]

We then placed individual caged nucleotides within a
large RNA molecule, P4–P6. The 160-nucleotide P4–P6
domain of the Tetrahymena group I intron RNA adopts a
characteristic tertiary structure in the presence of millimolar
concentrations of Mg2+.[11,12] As revealed by X-ray crystallog-
raphy, the folded domain adopts a three-dimensional struc-
ture that resembles a candy cane (Figure 3).[13, 14] The two
largely helical domains of the RNA are held together, in part,
by a key tertiary interaction between the GAAA tetraloop
and its 11-nucleotide receptor.[15] Nucleotide and functional-
group alterations within this tetraloop–receptor interaction
have deleterious effects on the P4–P6 thermodynamic stabil-
ity.[11, 12,15–17]

We sought to probe the effects on P4-P6 folding of caging
specific nucleotides with the NPE group. For this purpose, we
synthesized modified P4–P6 variants by using a ligation
strategy that joins a caged 15-mer or 24-mer oligonucleotide
with an unmodified 145-mer or 136-mer T7 RNA polymerase
transcript (see Supporting Information). We prepared 14
caged P4–P6 derivatives in this fashion. The caging sites were
distributed throughout the RNA and were chosen on the basis
of the X-ray crystal structure (Figure 3a). Caging sites were
placed in positions where the NPE group was anticipated to
have a combination of three effects: 1) alteration of the
hydrogen-bonding interactions within either secondary- or

Figure 1. Structures of the (S)-NPE-caged RNA nucleotides.
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tertiary-structure elements; 2) disruption of base-stacking
interactions; and 3) introduction of steric clashes (see Sup-
porting Information for detailed images). In the NPE-A248
P4–P6 derivative, for example, the NPE caging group is
placed on an adenine N6 group that is located in a densely
packed region of RNA structure and at the interface between
the GAAA tetraloop and the tetraloop receptor (Figure 3a).
Because A248 is the central nucleotide of a base triple
(Figure 3b) and because there appears to be no room to
accommodate the bulky NPE group, NPE caging of A248 is
expected to disrupt several hydrogen bonds and introduce a
steric clash directly within the key tetraloop–receptor tertiary
interaction. The determination of the consequences of such
disruptions on RNA tertiary folding was a main experimental
goal of this study.

The effects of individual caged nucleotides on P4–P6
folding were analyzed by nondenaturing (native) PAGE,

which reports on global folding (Figure 4a).[17] The P4–P6
domain has a Mg2+-dependent mobility on native PAGE; that
is, when the RNA folds at higher Mg2+ concentrations, it
adopts a more compact structure and thus migrates faster
through the gel. Thermodynamic disruptions to the P4–P6
structure result in an increased Mg2+ requirement for folding,
as quantified by the Mg2+ midpoint ([Mg2+]1/2 value) of a
mobility versus [Mg2+] titration curve.[15,17,18] Our data
allowed all 14 of the caged P4–P6 derivatives to be classified
readily into just two types (Figure 4b): 1) those in which the
caging group has a substantially destabilizing thermodynamic
impact on tertiary folding (red), and 2) those in which the
thermodynamic impact is small (green). Regardless of the
effect of the caging group, its photolytic removal before
analysis by native PAGE restored the RNA folding to that of
the unmodified wild-type P4–P6 (Figure 4).

When the differential effects of caging the various
nucleotides are considered in the context of their locations

Figure 2. Photodeprotection of caged RNA oligoribonucleotides.
a) Denaturing PAGE (20%) shows the photolysis time course for each
of four caged 15-mer oligonucleotides (5’-GGAAUUGCGGGAAAG-3’,
the underlined positions were individually caged with the NPE group).
Control (ctrl)=oligonucleotide of the same sequence without the NPE
group. b) Representative anion-exchange HPLC traces for the oligonu-
cleotide with NPE-caged adenosine. Photolysis was carried out with a
300-W Xe arc lamp. (Traces for the other three caged oligonucleotides
are shown in the Supporting Information, along with ESIMS data
before and after photolysis for all four caged oligonucleotides.)

Figure 3. The 160-nucleotide P4–P6 RNA and sites of caging. a) X-ray
crystal structure[13] with caging sites marked. Spheres are centered on
the nucleobase atoms that bear the NPE caging groups and are
colored red or green as in the data plots. The sphere marking the N6
atom of A248 is larger than the other spheres. Adenosine nucleotides
A151, A152, and A153 of the GAAA tetraloop are thickened for
emphasis. See Supporting Information for a picture of secondary
structure. b) The base triple involving A248.
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within P4–P6, a clear pattern emerges. Caging of a nucleotide
far from the tetraloop–receptor interaction has little effect on
global folding. In sharp contrast, caging of a nucleotide that is
located within (or very close to) the tetraloop–receptor
interaction, such as A248, introduces a distinct thermody-
namic destabilization. Nevertheless, native PAGE indicates
that each of the latter derivatives eventually adopts the native
global tertiary structure when the Mg2+ concentration is
increased sufficiently (� 20 mm). For the NPE-caged A248
derivative, this finding is surprising because the tetraloop–
receptor interaction must distort considerably to accommo-
date the NPE group, although the precise nature of the
distortion cannot be discerned from these data. The only
exception to the clear pattern is that the NPE-caged U249
derivative is not destabilized even though it is located within
the receptor. Significantly, U249 is a bulged nucleotide in
which the nucleobase does not form any tertiary hydrogen
bonds, and inspection of the X-ray crystal structure suggests

that the NPE caging group
should be accommodated
without causing a steric clash.

To provide an assessment
of RNA folding that is inde-
pendent of the native gel
experiments, chemical prob-
ing with dimethyl sulfate was
also performed. This reagent
methylates either N1 of ade-
nine or N3 of cytosine but
only if the nucleobase is
locally accessible to the
reagent.[11, 12,19] Tertiary fold-
ing of the RNA molecule
buries some of the nucleobase
functional groups within its
interior;[20] this renders these
functional groups inaccessible
to dimethyl sulfate and thus
protects them from methyla-
tion. Because the functional
groups methylated by
dimethyl sulfate are located
on the Watson–Crick faces of
the nucleobases, methylation
inhibits primer extension by
reverse transcriptase and
leads to an abort band when
the RTase reaction assay is
examined by denaturing
PAGE. The adenosine
nucleotides of the GAAA
tetraloop in unfolded P4–P6
(for example, P4–P6 in the
absence of Mg2+) are methy-
lated readily by dimethyl sul-
fate. These nucleotides, how-
ever, are substantially pro-
tected from methylation
when P4–P6 is folded prop-

erly owing to their sequestration in the tetraloop–receptor
interaction.[11,12]

For several of the caged P4–P6 RNAs, dimethyl sulfate
probing was performed at varying Mg2+ concentrations, and
the accessibility of the GAAA tetraloop was monitored
(Figure 5a). These experiments provide information on local
structure that cannot be determined with native PAGE.
Depending on the caging site, the dimethyl sulfate probing
results revealed a difference in the accessibilities of the
GAAA tetraloop at high Mg2+ concentrations (Figure 5b).
The tested caging sites that are remote from the tetraloop–
receptor interaction (U107, C109) had essentially no effect on
Mg2+-dependent accessibility of the tetraloop. In contrast,
caging of nucleotides within or near the receptor (A246,
U247, A248, and G250) significantly suppressed protection of
the tetraloop from dimethyl sulfate modification upon an
increase in the Mg2+ concentration. As with the native gel
assays, U249 located within the receptor provides a predict-

Figure 4. Native PAGE analysis of caged P4–P6 RNAs. a) Representative gel images. wt=unmodified wild-
type P4–P6; unf=unfolded control that cannot fold even at high [Mg2+] .[11, 17,23] b) Mg2+ dependence of
native gel mobility, computed for each caged derivative relative to the unfolded control. The wild-type P4–
P6 is in black (*). Data in red represent positions where an unambiguous thermodynamic disruption is
observed (~ A246; ^ U247; & A248; ! G250). Data in green represent positions where little effect is
observed (F C109; the remaining symbols represent other positions from panel (a)). Photolysis of samples
before native PAGE restored folding to that equivalent to the wild-type P4–P6 (brown). See the Supporting
Information for experimental details.
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able exception in this regard. These data show that the
tetraloop–receptor interaction can be substantially perturbed
on the local structural level, even when the global structure is
essentially native. This conspicuous difference between local
and global structural effects due to caging of specific
nucleotides increases our understanding of how Ekey inter-
actionsF contribute to RNA tertiary structure. Our results may
also relate to the concept of compact, misfolded RNA
states.[21] Some of the caged P4–P6 derivatives such as NPE-
caged A248 adopt globally compact structures (as revealed by
native PAGE) that nevertheless lack at least one native
tertiary interaction (as indicated by dimethyl sulfate probing).

In summary, we have shown herein that nucleotides with
caged nucleobases are readily incorporated into large RNA
molecules that have complex tertiary structures, and the
effects of the caged nucleotides are assessable with appro-
priate biochemical assays. From our results, we drew two
conclusions that relate to the control of RNA folding by using
caged nucleotides. First, incorporation of a bulky caging
group can thermodynamically disrupt global RNA tertiary
structure, but in all tested cases the disruption is relatively
modest because it can be overcome by a sufficient increase in
the Mg2+ concentration. This indicates that even EkeyF tertiary

contacts, such as the tetraloop–receptor interaction, are not
strictly required for RNA tertiary folding. It also suggests that
a chemically more sophisticated strategy (e.g., one that
involves the attachment of a covalent tether at more than
one position) is required to induce qualitative changes in
global RNA structure that cannot be recovered simply by an
increase in theMg2+ concentration.[22] Second, comparisons of
the native PAGE and dimethyl sulfate probing data indicate a
clear differentiation between local and global structural
effects upon the introduction of a chemical perturbation.
This relates to the ability of individual caging groups to induce
misfolded RNA states. A future direction for these studies
will be to combine individual caging groups or photocleavable
covalent tethers with time-resolved decaging to monitor RNA
tertiary-folding processes in real time.
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